A vessel motion statistical learning based on stored AIS data is proposed in this paper. This paper divide the region of interest into a uniformly sized grid, and analyze the stored AIS data messages according the vessel's position and index the motion information into the unique grid. The sailing state variation between messages are highlighted. Several predictors are designed to predict the vessel's position and the prediction error is get comparing the true position achieved from AIS messages. Experimental results show that the proposed model is credible and the prediction accuracy is higher.
as applied in video surveillance and image processing, where the traffic flows are constrained to stay in specific areas (see [2] [3] ). A trajectory prediction model based on Gaussian mixture models called GMTP for intelligent transportation systems is proposed in [4] . The GMTP algorithm is naturally a Gaussian nonlinear statistical probability model and the advantage of the proposed model is that the result is not only a predicted value, but also a whole distribution beyond the future trajectories, therefore making it possible to infer the location by using statistical probability distribution. The application of such techniques in maritime domain has gained a recent interest.
Some researchers focus on the anomaly detection from stored AIS data [5]- [7] , the general similarity is that those methods get training result from historical trajectories to identify whether the target is abnormal.
In [9] , interesting insights are obtained as well as an understanding of Dalian sea area such as high traffic density area and spatial pattern of traffic flow. In [10] , the vessel trajectory is smoothed and predicted with least square method by using the recorded AIS vessel observation node data. In [11] , the selection of grid size is discussed, identifying the optimal grid size for two different conditions -an open sea and a port area case. In series [12] [13] [14] , an improved neurobiological inspired algorithm for situation awareness is proposed, producing prediction of future vessel location on the basis of current vessel behavior and obtaining better performance by using a multi-scale approach to representing spatial location that matches the spatial scale to the track behavior in a given region.
III. Vessel Motion Statistical Learning

A. Assigning Geographic Grids
In order to suppress the computational complexity, the surveillance area should be discretized into a uniformly sized grid to facilitate the integration of AIS data and spatial analysis. We use dimensions 0.001 0.001°×° as the size of a grid to divide up the region of interest. A unique key will be given to each grid, which is a point structure consisting of longitude and latitude. For instance, a position point of (121.393735, 37.588135) will locate in a grid with key (121.393, 37.588).
With the geographic grids, each dynamic AIS message with MMSI, position, speed and heading, will be indexed to a unique grid by the position, and the motion structure in the grid will also accumulate sailing message from different vessels.
B. Motion Structure of Grid
Vessel's trajectory data from AIS is discrete, and the interval between two AIS messages from one vessel ranges from 2 seconds to 3 minutes, which is related to vessel state.
Although the message is discrete and the intervals are variable, each message contains spatial location, SOG, COG and other dynamic information, that is to say, each dynamic message can be indexed by a unique grid key according to the spatial location. In a motion structure of grid, SOG and COG in each message will be recorded, if next message of this vessel is recorded, the SOG variation rate and COG variation rate will be calculated, which are quite important, as the change of SOG (accelerate or decelerate) and COG (turn left or right) determine the next vessel state in a large part.
We proposed a motion structure named GridMotion, which is a set of dynamic messages receiving from different vessels. Each element in this set is consisting of MMSI, SOG, COG, SOG variation rate and COG variation rate, which are concerned with vessel motion. The spatial location in this message has worked on which grid it belongs to, which has been implied in it.
Assuming that the MMSI of target i is i mmsi and the state vector is ( )
, , , can be calculated as follows:
C. Motion Learning Process
A dictionary structure is used during the motion learning process. Dictionary , GridMotions GridKey GridMotion = < > The key of the dictionary is the grid introduced in Section 3.1, and the value is the motion structure introduced in Section 3.2. The pseudo code of motion learning process is shown in Table. 1.
After the entire data learned complete, the motions will be frozen. Table. 1. The pseudo code of motion learning
Algorithm 1: Motion Learning
Input: all dynamic information for learning{ } x  1: foreach
LocateInGrid lon lat 3: 
IV. Position Predictor
A. Prediction Directly
Prediction directly is reference to Kalman filter [10] , which predict next state with current state. Assuming the state vector of target i at time k is ( ) ( This prediction method is the comparing method in the following experiments, noting Predictor One.
B. Position Predicting based on Learned Vessel Motion
As the vessel motions have been learned in Section 3, the position predictor can take full use of the learned grid motions. When the current vessel state ( )
, , ,
is get from AIS, the grid motion can be indexed in the learned grid motions by grid key easily, as the main change of SOG and COG has been analyzed, which will contribute to predicting the lately SOG and COG, making the predictor more truthful.
In order to make it simple, the predictor based on learned motions here only use mean SOG ,
Predicitor lon lat sog cog Output: PredicitedPosition The total message number of dataset 1 is 2984277, which is 95372 of dataset 2. Firstly, the dataset 2 is imported, after the learning process introduced in Section 3, the dataset covers 654 grids, i.e. 654 GridMotions have been learned. Secondly, the dataset 1 is imported, getting 2944 learned GridMotions.
V. Experiment results
A. Data Set Description and Experimental Setup
The validation data are collected in 2016-6-5 from the same sea area and all the messages sent from the vessels of Bohai Lundu Company. Main information of the validation data is shown in Table. 3.
After motions learned, the predictors will work to trajectory predicting. In this paper, we uses four predictors, which are described in Table. 4.
When predictor works, the intervals between validation AIS data will be the prediction intervals, and regard the received AIS message as the true value of the vessel's position. The evaluation to the predictors is the Euclidean distance between predicted position and the true value, which contains the error mean and error standard deviation.
B. Prediction Result
The error mean and error standard deviation of prediction result of the four predictors applying to the validation data is calculated. The bar chart of all error means is shown in Fig. 1 , and the bar chart of all error standard deviations is shown in Fig. 2 .
The experiments show that the prediction error of Predictor Two and Predictor Three are smaller than others, i.e. the position predictor using motions learned from the vessel's own motion messages and the same kind of vessels can achieve higher accuracy. Comparing with Predictor One, when predicting positions, the variation of speed and course learned from the history motions contribute to the position predicting in Predictor Two and Predictor Three, which has been proved effective. In contrast, the prediction result of Predictor Four is not satisfactory, as the variation of speed and course used for predictor is learned from all the vessels in this area, containing different types of vessels with different sailing pattern and characteristics. It is not suitable for predicting position with such learned motions.
Two of the validation trajectories is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . In Fig. 3 , the intervals between messages are small, and vessel turned its course often, resulting in poor performance of Predictor One. In Fig. 4 , there are missing messages, so some individual intervals are larger. The performance of Predictor Four is poor because the motions of other vessel kinds influence the result a lot. Table. 3. Main information of the validation data 
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a vessel motion statistical learning model based on stored AIS data and applied it to vessel position predicting. The vessel motions are learned from stored AIS data in a unsupervised way, which is the basis of trajectory prediction. The experiment results show that the proposed vessel motion learning model is credible and the accuracy is higher when applying to trajectory prediction. The performance of predictor using motions learned from the vessel's own motion and the same type vessels is satisfactory. However, the vessel types in validation data (i.e. Bohai Lundu) are priori information, which can be hardly obtained from the raw AIS data automatically.
We will continue to look for new approaches to classify vessels by distinguishing the different motions and look for other mechanisms with which to further enhance the performance for position predicting with different time intervals.
